We observe a strong modification of the emission properties of a rhodamine monolayer bonded to the surface of a 1D Si 1−x N x :H PhC. The photoluminescence signal observed at 670 nm is enhanced by more than 1 order of magnitude at the angle where the emitters are evanescently coupled to a Bloch surface wave supported by the structure. These results may be important for the design of efficient light-emitting devices and of optical sensors.
Control of light emission from molecules at an interface is central to the design of a number of optical devices, including efficient light emitters and biosensors based on fluorescence [1, 2] . Studies are often focused on metallic surfaces, where strong enhancement of the light-matter interaction is obtained by exploiting resonant coupling with surface plasmons (SPs) [3, 4] .
Another strategy for such control and enhancement is based on PhC (PhC) structures, where a periodic modulation of the dielectric function on a scale comparable to the wavelength of interest allows for the control of light propagation, including even confinement below the diffraction limit [5] . The possibility of exploiting the photonic bandgap (PBG) to inhibit spontaneous emission is at the center of pioneering work on PhC by Yablonovitch [6] . The suppression or enhancement of spontaneous emission in PhC structures, and the redistribution of the emitted light, are still the subjects of a host of current investigations [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Bloch surface waves (BSWs) are propagation modes that exist at the surface of a PhC [11] . These modes have a frequency within a PBG, so light cannot propagate through the periodic structure, and near-interface localization of the field is achieved owing to total internal reflection (TIR) at the surface of the bounding homogeneous medium. In many aspects, BSWs can be thought of as dielectric analogues of SPs, with the PhC playing the role played by the metal in confining the field of an SP near the interface [12] . Although BSWs have been known since the late 1970s, interest in the use of these surface waves is now growing [13] [14] [15] , particularly for sensing and biosensing [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Exploiting the analogy between BSWs and SPs, in this paper we study the emission properties of a dye monolayer bounded to the surface of a onedimensional PhC supporting a BSW.
We consider a periodic multilayer made of a-Si 1−x N x : H, grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition on a 7059 Corning glass substrate [22] . The first layer is 32 nm of a-Si 0.45 N 0.55 : H, followed by seven periods of a unit cell composed of 145 nm of a-Si 3 N 4 : H and 135 nm of a-Si 0.45 N 0.55 :H. The structure is designed to have a TE-polarized BSW in a range around 1.85 eV ͑670 nm͒ if the cladding is air. This falls within the emission range of rhodamine, and the multilayer is almost transparent at such frequencies. In Fig. 1 we plot the BSW and photonic gap frequencies for TE-polarized light as a function of the in-plane wave-vector component k x (see inset in Fig. 2 ). Since for a BSW the electromagnetic field is confined by TIR from the air side and by the PBG in the multilayer, the dispersion curve is below the air light line and within the PBG [12] .
To study the interaction between an emitter and the BSW, we chose rhodamine as the dye molecule, which is characterized by a strong emission band centered at 2 eV ͑600 nm͒. We bonded a rhodamine monolayer to the PhC surface and to a reference glass substrate following an established procedure [23] .
Angle-resolved photoluminescence (PL) was measured by exciting the rhodamine molecules with a 532 nm cw Nd:YAG laser and collecting the emitted light in the Kretschmann configuration through a silica hemisphere index matched to the sample substrate (see the sketch in Fig. 2 ). The TE-polarized emitted light was then sent to a grating spectrometer coupled to a LN2-cooled Si CCD. The emission spectra of the rhodamine monolayer bonded to the a-Si 1−x N x : H multilayer and to the reference glass substrate, measured at = 75°, are shown in Fig. 2 .
While the monolayer bonded to the reference glass substrate displays the typical rhodamine emission, a remarkable modification of the PL spectrum is observed when the molecules are bonded to the a-Si 1−x N x : H 1D PhC. In this last case, two peaks show up at 600 nm and 670 nm. By considering the BSW dispersion relation shown in Fig. 1 , we associate the strongest peak at 670 nm with the BSW wave, which is characterized by an intense electromagnetic field at the PhC surface; it therefore promotes a strong interaction with the rhodamine monolayer. The second peak corresponds to the excitation of the Bloch mode associated with the high-energy photonic band edge. Note that here we are not dealing with a guided mode, as there is no light confinement on the substrate side. The different intensity of the two peaks is due to the different quality factors of the two resonances, and the different field distributions. Indeed, in the case of the band-edge mode, the field distribution is peaked in the center of the multilayer. By evaluating the integral of the two PL spectra of Fig. 2 we obtain almost the same value, thus indicating that, in this case, the PhC effect is mainly a redistribution of the emitted light.
In the lower panel of Fig. 3 , we show the theoretical and experimental directional enhancements of the emission, defined as the emission intensity of the rhodamine monolayer bonded to the PhC divided by that of the rhodamine monolayer bonded to the reference glass substrate, at a given collection angle . When the emitter is coupled to the BSW, we measure a directional enhancement of more than 13. On the other hand, in the PBG at wavelengths between 600 nm and 675 nm there is a substantial suppression of the light emission.
To calculate the rhodamine emission intensity we use a Green function formalism [4] to evaluate the far-field intensity per solid angle, normalized to the Larmor rate. The molecules are modeled as randomly oriented emitting dipoles located at a distance of 1.5 nm from the surface, consistent with the monolayer thickness [23] . We observe a good agreement between the experimental and theoretical curves. Since we neglect scattering and absorption in the theoretical calculation, the theoretical enhancement due to the BSW is larger, and the emission linewidth narrower, than what is experimentally observed. Similarly, the calculated suppression within the stop band is stronger than what is observed.
The corresponding experimental and theoretical attenuated total reflectance (ATR) spectra at the incidence angle = 75°, in the Kretschmann configura- tion, are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3 . Spectraland angle-resolved ATR experiments allow us to investigate the effects of light localization and the guided-mode properties [24] . As the emission into resonant field structures is enhanced [ Fig. 3(b) ], so are the losses due to scattering and material absorption when the light is localized in the multilayer in an ATR experiment, leading to dips in the reflectance [ Fig. 3(a) ]. We calculated the ATR spectrum using a standard transfer matrix algorithm [25] , where we introduced a fictitious imaginary part 2 =10 −4 in the dielectric function (where = 1 + i 2 ) of the a-Si 1−x N x : H to describe the system losses. Although this is a rather crude approximation, we observe a good agreement between the position of theoretical and experimental dips. Note that the small value of 2 adopted here does not significantly affect the position of the modes.
In addition, we were able to map the BSW mode dispersion by means of an energy-and angle-resolved PL measurement. The results are shown in Fig. 4 , where some of the PhC modes are clearly identifiable. The most intense one corresponds to the BSW, while the other two are associated with the Bloch modes of the PhC structure that exist outside the PBG. From the data in Fig. 4 it is evident that a proper design of the BSW mode dispersion, matched to a specific dye emission, allows us to obtain a field enhancement over a wide spectral and angular range. This may be exploited in an experimental configuration where pump as well as emission wavelengths are both resonant with the BSW.
In conclusion, we observed a directional enhancement of the emission by more than 1 order of magnitude when a rhodamine monolayer was coupled to a BSW in a 1D PhC. The enhancement is associated with the resonant coupling of the emitter to the BSW and results from the strong field confinement near the surface of the structure. Good agreement is found between theory and experiment. These results demonstrate that the use of BSWs, with highly customizable dispersion relations in 1D systems, may become an important feature of efficient light-emitting devices and of optical sensors based on fluorescence.
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